Azure Migration Assessment
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Clarify the Confusion
An effective first step in your Cloud Adoption path as you move your on-premise environment to Microsoft Azure.
Aligned with the Microsoft Azure Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF), this preparatory assessment is an excellent
option for organisations beginning their Azure journey, or those looking for confirmation of their work to date.
Choose the plan from the table below that best aligns with your requirements.
Analysis and recommendation on the following in Azure

Basic

Premier*

Identify candidate workloads for migration

•

•

Summary of migration readiness with guidance

•

•

License optimization recommendations

•

•

Resource allocation guidance

•

•

Estimate of monthly Azure cost

•

•

Summarized

Detailed

Presentation of findings and recommendations
Total cost of ownership (TCO) of on-premise environment versus Azure

•

Network readiness checklist

•

* Included in the Azure Workload Migration Bundle. Please see that Service Description for further details

Benefits
• Improve Azure migration timeline and predictability
• Identify “low risk / high value” workloads to migrate to Azure
• Illustrate reduction in infrastructure TCO
• Determine areas to improve virtual infrastructure elasticity and agility
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Approach
What we do
• Discovery
• Analysis
• Presentation of recommendations and findings
What you get
• Strong candidate workloads for migration identified
• Summary of migration readiness with guidance
• License optimization recommendations
• Azure resource allocation guidance
• Monthly Azure cost estimates
• Presentation of findings and recommendations
• Total cost of ownership (TCO) of on-premise environment versus Azure (Premier only)
• Network readiness checklist (Premier only)
What we need
• Customer engagement for project duration.
Pricing

Basic

Premier

$1,000

$2,500

Invoice type

One-time

One-time

Service Code

PSV-0852

PSV-0853

Fixed Fee

Constraints

Assessment phase limited to VMware (vCenter 5.5 or higher) VMs, Hyper-V
(Server 2012R2 or higher) VMs, and physical servers running 64-bit Microsoft
Windows operating systems.
Ability to deploy the Microsoft Monitoring Agent (MMA) to all VMs and physical
servers as required.

Out of Scope
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Remediation of any issues identified during discovery
Operational documentation.
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Other services you may be interested in
Azure Deployment and
Planning Services

Workshops and planning sessions to create a definitive guide for Azure
migration and expansion.

SQL Server Migration
Assessment

Whether you have one SQL Server instance with one database, or hundreds
of instances hosting thousands, our Migration Assessment will help identify the
low-hanging fruit that is fully ready, or requires minimal effort, to prepare for
migration to Azure’s Platform as a Service (PaaS) SQL Server offering.

Foundation Design
and Build

Let our team assist in the creation of the groundwork to receive your Azure
cloud solutions based on Microsoft Best Practice architecture.

Why Compugen
Compugen is a recognized Canadian leader in virtualization solutions.
Skilled and experienced virtualization experts who understand the full potential for virtualization across
your entire IT infrastructure and recommend solutions to help deliver your strategic IT and business goals.

SERVICES BY COMPUGEN
For more information on how Compugen’s service
solutions can help your organization please contact
your Account Executive, call 1-800-387-5045,
email cloud@compugen.com, or visit compugen.com

